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Abstract
Operating frequency of a pipelined circuit is determined by the delay of the slowest pipeline stage. However, under statistical delay variation in sub-100nm technology regime, the slowest stage is not readily identifiable and the estimation of the pipeline yield with respect to a target delay is a challenging problem. We have proposed analytical models to estimate yield for a pipelined design based on delay distributions of individual pipe stages. Using the proposed models, we have shown that change in logic depth and imbalance between the stage delays can improve the yield of a pipeline. A statistical methodology has been developed to optimally design a pipeline circuit for enhancing yield. Optimization results show that, proper imbalance among the stage delays in a pipeline improves design yield by 9% for the same area and performance (and area reduction by about 8.4% under a yield constraint) over a balanced design.

1. Introduction
Increasing inter-die and intra-die variations in the process parameters, such as channel length, width, threshold voltage etc., result in large variation in the delay of logic circuits [1]. Consequently, estimating circuit performance and designing high-performance circuits with high yield (probability that the design will meet certain delay target) under parameter variations have emerged as serious design challenges in sub-100nm regime [1, 2, 5]. Statistical analysis of delay and techniques to enhance yield in combinational circuits have been proposed [2, 3]. In the high-performance design, the throughput is primarily improved by pipelining the data and control paths [4]. In a synchronous pipelined circuit, the throughput is limited by the slowest pipe segment (segment with maximum delay) [4]. Under parameter variations, as the delays of all the stages vary considerably, the slowest stage is not readily identifiable. The variation in the stage delays thus result in variation in the overall pipeline delay (which determines the clock frequency and throughput). Thus, a statistical delay model is necessary to predict the delay distribution of the pipeline.

Traditionally, the pipeline clock frequency has been enhanced by: a) increasing the number of pipeline stages, which, in essence, reduces the logic depth and hence, the delay of each stage [4]; and b) balancing the delay of the pipe stages, so that the maximum of stage delays are optimized [4]. However, it has been shown that if intra-die parameter variation is considered, reducing the logic depth increases the variability (defined as the ratio of standard deviation and mean) [5]. The effect of balancing the stage delays on the overall delay under parameter variation also needs to be analyzed. Thus, traditional deterministic approaches for maximizing the pipeline throughput need to be reinvestigated to understand their effect on pipeline yield under parameter variations.

In this paper, we have developed statistical delay models and proposed a statistical design flow for enhancing the yield of a pipelined design considering inter-die and intra-die variations. In particular, in this paper, we have developed: • Analytical models to estimate the mean and the standard deviation of the overall pipeline delay from the individual stage delay distributions. • Analytical models to predict yield of a pipelined design. • Analysis of the effect of logic depth and imbalance in the stage delays and correlation among the different stage delays on the yield of a pipelined design. • A statistical design methodology to minimize the area (or power) of a pipelined design under a target yield and performance constraint.

Our analysis shows that, under large intra-die process variations reducing the logic depth decreases the yield, which is in accordance with [5]. However, if inter-die process variation is dominant, the traditional approach of reducing the logic depth, results in better yield. It has also been shown that, balancing delays of different pipeline stages does not necessarily maximize the yield. Under parameter variations, proper imbalance among the stage delays result in yield improvement. We have come up with a simple heuristic (based on the area vs. delay trend of a circuit) to systematically incorporate proper imbalance among pipeline stages, so that yield can be improved with minimum area penalty. The heuristic is used to improve yield of an example 4 stage pipelined design by 9% from a balanced design (with stages independently optimized for equal stage delay). Based on the above observation, we have designed a fast gate-level sizing algorithm for the complete pipeline to minimize total area under a yield constraint. This optimization step reduces the area by 8.4% (while ensuring a 80% target yield) compared to a balanced design.

Figure 1: A simple 5-stage pipeline and its throughput for (a) static delay model, (b) statistical delay model
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2. Yield estimation of a pipeline design under parameter variation

The delay of a pipeline is determined by the slowest pipe stage (Fig. 1(a)) [4]. The variation in process parameters results in a significant variation in the delay of each pipe stage and hence, the overall pipeline delay [1, 5].

2.1. Variation in pipeline delay and yield

The delay of a pipeline stage (SD) consists of the clock-to-Q delay of the latch (T\textsubscript{CQ}), propagation delay through the combinational logic (T\textsubscript{comb}) and the setup time (T\textsubscript{setup}) [4]. Both the inter-die and the intra-die distribution in process parameters result in the variation of the delay of the pipe stages. Inter-die distribution shifts the delay of each stage in the same direction (i.e. either all increases or all decreases). Due to intra-die distribution, the delay of different stages may shift in different directions. The random component of the intra-die distribution (e.g. V\textsubscript{th} variation due to Random Dopant Fluctuation [6]) makes the delays of the different stages in a pipeline completely independent of each other (uncorrelated stage delays). On the other hand, the systematic variation in the parameters (e.g. spatially correlated W, L, T\textsubscript{ox} variations) makes the delays of the different stages correlated [1]. Moreover, the stages can also be electrically correlated if the delay of the combinational logic of one stage affects the delay of the subsequent stage [6].

Let us consider a pipeline consisting of N stages (Fig. 1). If SD\textsubscript{i} denotes the delay of i-th stage, then the overall pipeline delay (T\textsubscript{P}) is the maximum of N individual stage delays and is given by [4]:

\[ T_P = \text{Max}(SD\textsubscript{i}) = \text{Max}(T_{CQ} + T_{comb} + T_{setup}) \]  

(1)

The stage delays can be represented as correlated Gaussian random variables (SD\textsubscript{i} ~ N(µ\textsubscript{i}, σ\textsubscript{i})) with mean µ\textsubscript{i} and standard deviation σ\textsubscript{i} [1, 3]. If we neglect the spatial and the electrical correlation, the stage delays can be considered as independent random variables. The overall pipeline delay T\textsubscript{P} given in (1) will also be a random variable with the mean µ\textsubscript{P} and the standard deviation σ\textsubscript{P}.

The probability (PD) that the pipelined design will meet a specific delay requirement (say T\textsubscript{TARGET}) is given by:

\[ PD = \text{Yield} = \text{Pr}\{T_P < T_{TARGET}\} = \text{Pr}\{\text{Max} SD\textsubscript{i} < T_{TARGET}\} \]  

(2)

We define this probability as a measure of the yield of the pipelined design. In this section we will discuss methods to analytically estimate the overall delay distribution of the pipeline (i.e. µ\textsubscript{P}, σ\textsubscript{P}) and the yield (i.e. P\textsubscript{D}).

2.2. Estimation of distribution of pipeline delay

The mean (µ\textsubscript{P}) and the standard deviation (σ\textsubscript{P}) of the pipeline delay (T\textsubscript{P}) depend on the mean (µ\textsubscript{i}) and the standard deviation (σ\textsubscript{i}) of each stage. A lower bound on µ\textsubscript{P} is given by (using the Jensen’s inequality [7, 8]):

\[ \mu_P = E[T_P] = E[\text{Max} SD\textsubscript{i}] \geq \text{Max} E[SD\textsubscript{i}] \]

(3)

The above equation states that the mean of the overall pipeline delay will be larger than the maximum of the mean delay of all the stages. To obtain an exact estimate of µ\textsubscript{P} and σ\textsubscript{P} we approximate T\textsubscript{P} as [8]:

\[ T_P = \text{Max}(SD\textsubscript{i}) = \text{Max}(SD\textsubscript{i}, \text{Max}(SD\textsubscript{i})) = \text{Max}(SD\textsubscript{i}, SD\textsubscript{i}, \text{Max}(SD\textsubscript{i})) \]

(4)

where, N\textsubscript{n-1,n} represents the normal approximation to max (SD\textsubscript{i}, SD\textsubscript{i}, SD\textsubscript{i}). The mean (µ\textsubscript{n-1,n}) and the standard deviation (σ\textsubscript{n-1,n}) of N\textsubscript{n-1,n} can be approximated as [8]:

\[ m_n = \mu_i + \alpha \sigma_i \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_n = \sigma_i \]

(5)

Mean of N\textsubscript{n-1,n} = µ\textsubscript{n-1,n} = m_n.

Std. Deviation = σ\textsubscript{n-1,n} = \sqrt{m_n - m_n^2}

where, Φ represents the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and ϕ represents the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) (\(ϕ(α) = (2\pi)^{-1/2}\exp(-α^2/2)\)) of a standard normal (µ = 0 and σ = 1) Gaussian variable [8]. The correlation coefficient between SD\textsubscript{n-1} and SD\textsubscript{n} is given by ρ\textsubscript{n-1,n}. The correlation coefficient between N\textsubscript{n-1,n} and SD\textsubscript{n} (say ρ\textsubscript{SD\textsubscript{n}, N\textsubscript{n-1,n}}) is given by [8]:

\[ \rho[SD\textsubscript{n}, SD\textsubscript{n-1}] = \frac{\sigma_{SD\textsubscript{n-1}} \sigma_{SD\textsubscript{n}}}{\sqrt{\sigma_{SD\textsubscript{n-1}}^2 \sigma_{SD\textsubscript{n}}^2}} \]

(6)

ρ\textsubscript{SD\textsubscript{n}, N\textsubscript{n-1,n}} is used to estimate the mean and the standard deviation of max(SD\textsubscript{n-1}, SD\textsubscript{n}). The above process is repeated by taking two variables at a time and finally µ\textsubscript{P} and σ\textsubscript{P} are estimated.

2.3. Estimation of yield

Using (2) the probability of delay failure (P\textsubscript{D}) or yield can be estimated as [7]:

\[ PD = \text{Pr}\{\text{Max} SD\textsubscript{i} < T_{TARGET}\} = \text{Pr}\{\bigcap_{i=1}^{N} (SD\textsubscript{i} < T_{TARGET})\} \]

(7)

Figure 2: Delay distribution of a 12-stage inverter chain pipeline (stage logic depth = 10) under process variation with (a) only random Intra-die variation, (b) only Inter-die variation, (c) Inter- and Intra-die variation with both random and systematic components.
The exact solution of (7) is possible by assuming the stage delays (SD) to be independent Gaussian random variables, as shown below [7]:

$$P_D = \Pr \left( \bigcap_{i=1}^{n} (SD_i < T_{TARGET}) \right) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \Phi \left( \frac{T_{TARGET} - \mu_i}{\sigma_i} \right)$$ (8)

If the variables are correlated such a simplification is not possible. To estimate $P_D$ considering correlated SDs, we approximate the overall pipeline delay ($T_P$) as a Gaussian random variable (with $\mu_T$ and $\sigma_T$ estimated using (5)). Using this assumption $P_D$ is given by [7]:

$$P_D = \Pr \left( T_P \leq T_{TARGET} \right) = \Phi \left( \frac{T_{TARGET} - \mu_T}{\sigma_T} \right)$$ (9)

![Figure 3: Trend in modeling error with (a) number of stages and (b) correlation coefficient](image)

2.4. Model verification

We have estimated the delay distributions in different pipeline structures (number of pipe stage $\times$ logic depth in a stage). The models have been first verified by Monte-Carlo simulation of inverter chain pipelines with the transmission gate Master-slave flip-flops in 70nm BPTM [9]. SPICE Monte-Carlo simulation is first used to determine the mean and the standard deviation of the delay of each stage. The simulated $\mu_i$ and $\sigma_i$ values for each stage are then fed into the proposed model to determine the distribution of the pipeline delay. It can be observed that the delay distribution predicted by the proposed model closely matches the SPICE simulation result of a 5x8 pipeline for: (a) only random intra-die variations (i.e. stage delays are considered as independent) (Fig. 2(a)) (b) only inter-die variations (i.e. stage delays are perfectly correlated) (Fig. 2(b)) and (c) both inter and intra-die distributions with spatial correlation (i.e. stage delays are partially correlated) (Fig. 2(c)). Close match have also been observed for several other pipeline configurations (Table-I). The major source of error in the proposed modeling method is the assumption that the maximum of two Gaussian variables is also a Gaussian one (i.e. $N_{max}$ is Gaussian) [7, 8]. This assumption is valid only for two uncorrelated variables [7, 8]. Hence, the errors in the estimation of the mean and the standard deviation are expected to increase with the increase in the number of pipeline stages (Fig. 3(a)) and the correlation between the stage delays (Fig. 3(b)) [7, 8]. It can be observed that the increase in error in the standard deviation is more significant in both cases. However, in all cases the error in the standard deviation and the mean is less than 3% and 0.2%, respectively. The modeling error also depends on the ordering of the variables SD in (2). It has been shown that the error is the minimum if the variables are ordered in increasing (or decreasing) sequence of their means [7]. We have used this ordering in our estimation to minimize the modeling error.

![Figure 4: Range of permissible mean and standard deviation for each stage to meet a target yield](image)

2.5. Estimation of the design space

Using the proposed models, we can estimate the design space for the mean and standard deviation of different stages of a pipeline that will satisfy a yield constraint. Assuming the overall delay of the pipeline to be Gaussian and using (3), the upper bound of the mean of each stage delay ($\mu_i$) is given by:
\[ \mu_i \leq \mu_f \leq T_{\text{TARG}} - \sigma_i \Phi^{-1} \left( P_D \right) \]  

However, this bound does not provide any estimate of the design space of \( \sigma_i \) of each stage. A relaxed upper bound on the \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) for the \( i \)th stage can be obtained (Fig. 4) by assuming that any stage \( j \neq i \) meets the yield requirement with probability 1 (since maximum value of \( \Phi(x) = 1 \)) as shown below:

\[ \mu_i + \sigma_i \Phi^{-1} \left( P_D^j / N_j \right) \leq T_{\text{TARG}} \]  

Equation (11) states that, if the mean and/or the standard deviation of any stage falls outside this bound, no pipelined design with that stage can ever meet the target delay and yield. A more stringent bound is obtained by assuming uncorrelated and equal stage delays and is given by:

\[ \Phi \left( \frac{T_{\text{TARG}} - \mu}{\sigma_i} \right) \geq P_D \Rightarrow \mu_i + \sigma_i \Phi^{-1} \left( P_D^j / N_j \right) \leq T_{\text{TARG}} \]  

where, \( N_j \) is the number of pipeline stages. Depending on \( N_j \), it gives the set of values for \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) that can meet the target yield (Fig. 4 shows 2 such equality bounds for \( N_j = n1, n2 \) with \( n1 < n2 \)). Note that, there is a minimum bound on the \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) which depends on the minimum allowable logic depth and process specification (Fig. 4). Moreover, the \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) of a combinational circuit are related parameters and the relation determines the realizable design space for the \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \). For example, if we model each stage delay to be a chain of \( N_L \) inverters then a simple relation between \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) is given by:

\[ \mu_i = N_L \mu_{\text{min}} \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_i = \sqrt{N_L} \sigma_{\text{min}} \Rightarrow \mu_i = \mu_{\text{min}} / \sigma_{\text{min}} \]  

where, \( \mu_{\text{min}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{min}} \) are the mean and the standard deviations of an minimum sized inverter, respectively. Similarly for maximum sized inverter having parameters \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \), there will be another bound on realizable \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) (Fig. 4, curve marked Realizable upper bound). Hence, for equal critical stage delays a realizable design region bounded by a set of curves given by equation (12) to (13) is obtained (Fig. 4).

3. Observations on statistical pipeline design

Using the analytical models presented in section 2, we have analyzed the effect of logic depth and the unbalancing of the stage delays on the pipeline yield.

3.1. Trade-off between number of pipeline stages and logic depth

The delay of a pipelined design depends on the logic depth of the pipe stages. A reduction in the logic depth, which increases the number of stages in a pipeline, improves the operating frequency [4]. In this section we analyze the effect of logic depth and number of stages on the variability of a pipeline delay. A design with a lower variability has a higher probability of meeting a target delay (i.e. better yield) [5].

If only random intra-die variation is considered, the delays of the different gates in a combinational logic behave as independent variables. Under this condition, increasing logic depth reduces the variability \( (\sigma/\mu) \) due to cancellation effect (i.e. delays of some gates increase while others decrease resulting in lower overall change) (Fig. 5(a)) [5]. However, the correlation in the delays of the different gates (due to inter-die variation and spatial correlation) minimizes the cancellation effect. Hence, the variability becomes a weaker function of the logic depth (Fig. 5(a)). On the other hand, increasing the number of elements in the \( \text{max} \) function reduces its variability (Fig. 5(b)), evaluated using an inverter chain pipeline with constant logic depth in each stage [7]. It can be further, observed that as the stage delays becomes more and more correlated, the sensitivity of the variability to the number of stages reduces (Fig. 5(b)).

In order to understand the effect of logic depth \( (N_L) \), number of stages \( (N_S) \) and relative strength of inter-die and intra-die variations, we have estimated the variability of an inverter chain pipeline (in BPTM 70nm technology node) of 120 levels with different configurations (i.e. with different \( N_L \) and \( N_S \) such that \( N_L \times N_S = 120 \)). In each case the delay distribution proposed by the analytical models closely match the Monte-Carlo simulation results from SPICE. With only intra-die variation, the effect of logic depth prevails over the effect of the max function. Consequently, increasing the number of stages (i.e. reducing the logic depth of each stage) increase the variability (Fig. 5(c)). On the other hand, as the strength of inter-die variation increases (i.e. stage delays become more correlated) the \( \sigma/\mu \) ratio of each stage becomes a weaker function of its logic depth. Hence, the impact of max function prevails and variability of the overall pipeline delay reduces with an increase in the number of stages (Fig. 5(c)).

3.2. Perfectly balanced vs. unbalanced pipeline design

Traditionally, the pipeline stages are designed for equal delay to maximize the throughput [4]. However, incorporating imbalance among the pipeline stage delays can have a positive impact on the yield under process variation. This is because of the fact that a balanced pipeline has more number of critical paths than an unbalanced design that adversely affects the yield [5]. Imbalance can be incorporated in a balanced pipeline by using transistor sizing and/or logic re-structuring. However, the impact of imbalance on the overall pipeline delay needs to be estimated.

We have performed experiments with a 3-stage pipeline structure to understand the effects of imbalance on the pipeline delay. For example, Fig. 6 shows a three-stage pipelined ALU-Decoder circuit. The combinational logic of each stage is first optimized for minimum area (using [3]) for a specific target pipeline delay (179ps) and yield (80%). First, we kept the target delay and the target yield constant for all the three stages (i.e. neglecting any correlation, the yield target for each stage was kept at \((0.80)^{1/3} = 0.9283\) using (12)). In the next step, we have introduced imbalance among the three stages (by transistor sizing) in such a way that the total area remains constant. The overall delay distributions and the yield of the balanced and unbalanced pipeline are shown in Fig. 7.
Resizing the transistors reduces the mean but increases variance in pipeline delay (Fig. 7(a)). To understand the reason behind this yield improvement, let us consider the area vs. delay curves for each stage (Fig. 8). They are initially designed for equal delays indicated by line L1 in Fig. 8. This results in yield of $Y_0$ for each stage (pipeline yield = $Y_0^3$). The total area for this design is the sum of the stage areas ($A_1+A_2+A_3$). Now, we introduce imbalance by reducing the area of stage 1 and 3 (by $dA_1$ and $dA_3$) increasing their delays to line L2. This reduces yields of stages 1 and 3 (both less than $Y_0$). However, this extra area ($dA_1+dA_3$) can be added to the stage 2, thereby reducing its delay to line L3. This improves the yield of stage 2 (i.e. $Y_2 > Y_0$). If, in this particular case, ($Y_1 \times Y_2 \times Y_3$) > $Y_0^3$, the overall pipeline yield improves. This trend has been observed in the 3 stage pipeline circuits as shown in Fig. 7(b). However, introducing excess imbalance in delays of stages, we might get diminishing returns when pipeline performance is governed by the $\mu$ of the slowest stage (Fig. 7(b), worst case unbalancing results).

Hence, it is necessary to appropriately apply imbalance among the stages. Using the above observations, we have developed a simple heuristic to provide imbalance among the stages as shown below:

```
Calculate rate of change of area with delay for each stage: $R_i = \frac{\partial A_i}{\partial D}$
```

For each stage

```
if $R_i > 1$

reduction in large area
results in small increase in delay.

else

increase in small area
results in large improvement in delay.

endif
```

In order to improve the yield of a design with minimum impact on area, the delays of the stages with ($R_i < 1$) should be more effective to reduce (small area penalty). On the contrary, to reduce area (or power) with minimum penalty on yield, the area of the stages with ($R_i > 1$) should more effective to reduce (small delay increase).

### 4. Pipeline design flow under statistical delay distribution

Using the models developed in section 2 and based on the observations in section 3, we propose a statistical design method for the complete pipelined circuit. The proposed method is targeted to optimize area (hence, power) while ensuring the yield. In a conventional pipeline design flow, individual stages are designed and optimized independently of others before they are glued together to form a pipeline.
Figure 9: Algorithm for the global optimization of pipeline for ensuring yield with minimum area overhead

It is worth noting that, improvement in the total area of the pipeline strongly depends on the ordering at which the stages are chosen for sizing. In our algorithm, the ordering is based on the position of each stage in their area vs. delay curve as explained in section 3.2 (14). This minimizes the total design area to meet the target pipeline delay during global optimization, since stages with lower $R_i$ are sized before stages with higher $R_i$.

For each stage, we apply the algorithm in [3], which starts with assigning an initial delay constraint $A_0$ (pipeline delay) to the stage and iteratively find optimal sizes with respect to it. At the end of each iteration, statistical timing analysis on the complete pipeline is performed. Depending on the new $\mu$ and $\sigma$ of the pipeline delay, the pipeline target delay is modified to $A'_0$ (steps 4-7 in Fig. 9). Since logic gates of only one stage are being sized at a time, we perform full timing analysis on one stage only to estimate its mean and the standard deviation.

The proposed analytical models (section 2.2) are then used to produce the resulting pipeline delay distribution. This incremental timing analysis further improves the computational efficiency of the algorithm.

The global optimization algorithm proposed here is significantly faster and takes much less storage compared to the case where all the stages are sized simultaneously. The LR based sizing algorithm proposed in [3] has a computational complexity of $O(n^2)$ where $n$ is the number of logic gates to size. For $m$ pipeline stages each having $n$ gates the simultaneous sizing approach runs with a complexity of $O(mn^2)$ (with space complexity of $O(mn)$). The proposed algorithm improves the complexity to $O(mn)$ (with space complexity of $O(n)$).

The algorithm is applied on an example 4-stage pipelined circuit (stages are designed with ISCAS85 benchmark circuits) and the results were compared with the case where the logic stages were individually optimized using method in [3]. We observed that, preferentially incorporating imbalance among the stages using the proposed algorithm ensures target yield (Table-II) or minimizes area for a target yield (Table-III). The highlighted rows in the tables show the stages chosen by the algorithm for yield improvement with very small area increase. Similarly, the plain rows (Table-II and III) show stages chosen by the algorithm for area saving with small penalty in yield. Overall a 9% improvement in yield can be obtained with a small area penalty 2% (Table-II). On the other hand, about 8.4% area improvement can be obtained for the same yield (table-III).

5. Conclusions
We have investigated pipeline delay distribution under inter- and intra-die parameter variations. Analytical models for estimating yield of a pipelined circuit are presented. We have observed the impact of logic depth (or number of pipe stages) and imbalance among the stage delays on the variability of the pipeline delay. An efficient sizing algorithm for pipeline to minimize area under yield constraint is presented. Our investigations show that a statistical design of a complete pipeline (not only the individual stages) is effective to improve yield in presence of parameter variations.
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